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 Shalom laYehudim, Shalom laBnai Noach, Shalom laGoyim. It's the evening of the 6th day, kaf-vav beAdar 
Bes, Parashas Tazria, tav-shin-ayin-dales, the evening of the 5th day, Thursday, 27 March, 2014, 
webcasting from the homeland of the Jewish nation for thousands of years. 
 But don’t tell that to the Holocaust-denying historian Dr. Mahmoud Abbas, who a couple of 
months ago denied the entirety of Jewish history in this Land but he remains supported by the 
government of the United States, its president and his stooge John Kerry. 
 And speaking of history, how I envy historians of the future who will try to puzzle out this 
period in human and especially Jewish history when the Enlightened and unEnlightened world led by 
the United States persisted for years in believing in the possibility of a peace accord between Israel 
and this lunatic and insisted that Israel make concessions to him.  
 How I envy future historians as they marvel over our generation in which Holocaust Denial 
is a crime in some societies and recognized as functionally demented in many others; a generation in 
which a David Irving could be dismissed as a madman in London’s famously historic courtroom the 
Old Bailey while simultaneously these same peoples demand that Israel hand over the heart of the 
Promised Land to a David Irving soul-mate.  
 A long-time Holocaust Denier, indeed a doctor/teacher, Abbas,  whose expertise is deleting 
the Holocaust from history,  went even further when recently in Morocco he called Jewish history in 
Jerusalem a “delusional myth that Israel is trying to invent,  a Jewish history through brute force.” 
 This is classic as a psychological projection outward of inner thoughts, specifically the 
expulsion onto the Jews of the very crimes our enemies have been guilty of. 
 I like to think that somewhere my book title, its subtitle, reached the ears of this lunatic, whose 
religious symbol is a half-moon, one side visible, the other cloaked in darkness. The subtitle of Phantom 
Nation is “Inventing the Palestinians,” and here is Abbas in a speech before an audience claiming that 
Jewish history in Jerusalem is an “invention” imposed by “brute force.” 

No, Palestinian Nationalism is an invention of a history that never happened, and this 
Palestinian Narrative has been in imposed on humanity via brute force, brutal force – brute being a 
synonym for beast, an animal, like a wild, stubborn jackass that inhabits the opposite of civilized 
communities – a narrative that my book declares was forced upon the world by the brute force of 
international terrorism. In the vernacular, in 1980, Europe recognized the PLO as a legitimate actor, 
not a criminal one, and this came about in part because Europe had been mugged by the PLO in 
scores of terror atrocities. 
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Here is Abbas accusing Israel of imposing an historical lie by force, when clearly he and his 
cohorts have been guilty of this. 

Abbas has denied -- just like Arafat at Camp David in the year 2000 -- that the idea of any 
Jewish Temple in Jerusalem is an illusion, a legend. And as you know I myself have heard different 
Arab guides before the Kotel (Western Wall) tell the same story: there is no evidence of a Jewish 
temple ever on that mount.  

Historians of the future may wonder why the Pope of Rome, why the Archbishop of 
Canterbury and other Christian divines etc., who hold dear the Christian Bible -- which mentions the 
Temple over one hundred times – why they never spoke up in the media to shoot down this 
functionally psychotic denial of not just 12 years of the Nazi period but thousands of years of Jewish 
and Christian history.  Whence their silence? 

The headlines in Israel’s MSM today remained focused the so-called peace talks and their 
potential collapse, and yours truly can only continue to marvel at a world blind and deaf to every sign 
out of Araby and Islam that Arabs and Muslims have never accepted the right of Jews to live free in 
a piece of our ancient homeland. And not only that: to do so when the Arabs in Judea and Samaria 
insist on the rightness of a “Palestinian” nation to a state in Palestine. They have the right to a nation-
state but the Jews do not. And not only their own nation-state but one as ethnically cleansed of Jews 
as Hitler ever dreamed of. At the same time, these same murderers and criminal extortionists accuse 
of Israel of racism for wanting a state as officially Jewish as their dreamed-of Jew-free “Palestinian” 
state. That the world continues with this fantasy of a possible peace agreement between us civilized 
Jews and these demented Arabs and Muslims is a world as wacky as any Lewis Carroll ever imagined. 

Two days ago in Kuwait, Abbas won the unanimous support of the heads of the Arab League 
of States for never recognizing the right of Jews to a state of our own. 

From the same podium the current Secretary-General of the League also called Israel an 
apartheid state and the last bastion of colonialism. 

This is more psychological projection. It is the Muslim Empire headquartered in the Middle 
East that is the empire demanding the extermination of a rebel province -- a rebel colony if you will -
- in their empire. For the better part of 14 centuries, Muslims ruled in what today they call Falastin 
and as imperialists they cannot tolerate independence for this former foreign possession, which is 
what Eretz Yisrael became in the 7th century when the first Muslims overran it. It is the Muslims here 
who are the imperialists in occupation of an indigenous nation: the Jews. They are to Israel what the 
French were to the Muslims in Algeria who rebelled and threw them out.  

So we Jews threw out our foreign occupiers, the Muslims, which is evidenced by these 
accusations from this primitive culture of shame which never has internalized a space for guilt. They 
are forever smearing us with their own sins, which they cannot confront. Every time these savages 
accuse Israel of something, it is their own crime they cannot deal with. 

We Jews lived under an Islamic apartheid system for all these centuries, which is why they 
accuse Zionism of being a form of apartheid. They are so primitive in their thinking, they cannot see 
the hypocrisy of demanding a state with no Jews in it as they deny the Jews a state and accuse us of 
racism for wanting one. 

But again, I envy historians of the future who will look back at our time and observe such 
fools as John Kerry who in his foolishness a couple of weeks ago even joined the murderous lunatics 
of the PLO in dismissing Israel’s demand for a verbal gesture of goodwill which recognizes a Jewish 
right to statehood; as the government of Israel recognized a Balestinian right to statehood. Kerry said 
Bibi was “mistaken” to make this demand and in any case Arafat said that in 1988 and at other times. 
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And I say, “No, he did not.” And the record is clear – see it in my book -- that the statement 
in Sweden Kerry had in mind was rejected by his predecessor Secretary of State George Shultz. 

I suspect Kerry spoke as he did because he was advised to say this by his principle vizier. That’s 
a cognate word in Turkish which derives from the Arabic, which derives from the Hebrew ozer/helper.  
I am referring to Martin Indyk. If you follow the news reports closely of Kerry’s peregrinations and 
efforts to keep the so-called peace talks from collapsing – that’s another illusion by the way, because 
there are no peace talks – Martin Indyk’s name keeps popping up. He is, you know, the head of the 
Saban Center for Middle East Policy located in the traditionally Enlightened Brookings Institute, and 
as such every year he hosts a conference funded by his paymaster Haim Saban, that toy manufacturer. 
Indyk is viewed by such as the New York Times as the dean of Middle Peace Processors, and never 
mind that this villain never brought peace. Peace Processor at the State Department is one of the few 
professions known to man in which failure does not get you fired. Indyk and Kurtzer and Miller and 
others should long ago have been dismissed for failing at their chosen profession of peacemakers 
between the sons of Israel and the sons of Ishmael.  

And a component of their failure is the failure to see it that way. These fools have swallowed 
like a communion wafer the antiJew version of history according to which the Arabs are the victims 
of the Zionists who stole Balestine, when a more in-depth analysis sees beneath the verbal 
smokescreen to the age-old hatred of Jews by Muslims and the even older Arab tragic flaw of their 
age-old enslavement to their appetite for theft, larceny and armed robbery as a result of their chronic 
covetousness of the wealth of others, property which does not belong to them. 
 This is also more projection: When you hear the Arabs bark, “They are stealing our land!” 
they are expressing their unacknowledged drive, desire and appetite to steal our land. 
 In the meantime, hundreds of Israelis yesterday demonstrated in front of the prime minister’s 
official Jerusalem resident against a scheduled release this Sabbath of more Jew-killers. 
Abbas, JPost headlined this morning, “could agree to continue talks if prisoners are released on 
schedule.” 
 This too is another example of the imposition by the barbarians on the civilized of their 
culture. Abbas and his people see in these cold-blooded murderers of defenseless, unsuspecting Jews 
of “all ages, sexes and conditions” (those were Thomas Jefferson’s words about the savage American 
Indians in the Declaration of Independence) prisoners of war, heroes, soldiers, freedom-fighters. In 
Arab culture, these brutes are heroes. They are not criminals, and Israel must accept their ethical 
standards.  
 Not only is Arab-Muslim violence against us free Jews a local affair; it is Islam’s war against 
Western civilization. 
 

*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 
 
 Yeah, not only is the endemic violence against us a war for our own freedom, it is a war for 
civilization against barbarism. 
 Consider Monday’s trial and verdict in Egypt. 529 Muslim Brotherhood members, after two 
days of court proceedings each lasting less than an hour, were tried and sentenced to death.  The 
charges were never read out in court; most of the accused were not even in court. This is justice in a 
society incapable of democracy as that word resonates among people in civilized societies where 
democracy is a system of government and justice. 
 Not that I am overly disturbed by these proceedings in Egypt for they have their own internal, 
cultural logic. The effort to implant democracy in Egypt is doomed to failure when half of the people 
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cannot read and write, have no education about history and its lessons, and therefore no practice in 
thinking clearly about most things.  
 Almost everywhere in Araby and Islam Western democracy does not exist. It is rule by 
strongman, most commonly. In Araby, the people have never learned to govern themselves 
peacefully; a leader commonly finishes his time office either in flight for his life or in a shroud after 
being assassinated. That is an Arabic-derived word. 
 Yet Israel is expected to hand over the high ground and drive hundreds of thousands of Jews 
from their homes; hand it to Arabs and Muslims indistinguishable from their brethren in Egypt; in 
Saudi Arabia where women functionally are enslaved; where Shiite sectarians are denied citizenship. 
They are indistinguishable from their brothers in Syria and Iraq and Algeria where in my lifetime alone 
fratricide has been the order of the day. 
 One can only wonder if Barack Obama, who handed back a gift to the Presidency by the 
British of a bust of Winston Churchill, ever read in Churchill’s first two books what he had to say 
about the Muslims whom he fought as a soldier. His words are in my book. He said Islam is the most 
retrograde force in the world. After fighting Muslims in today’s Taliban territory in the 1890s, 
Churchill wrote of this about their religion:  
 

…which above all others was founded and propagated by the sword--the 
tenets and principles of which are instinct with incentives to slaughter and 
which in three continents has produced fighting breeds of men--stimulates a 
wild and merciless fanaticism…  
 
How dreadful are the curses which Mohammedanism lays on its votaries! 
Besides the fanatical frenzy, which is as dangerous in a man as hydrophobia in 
a dog, there is this fearful fatalistic apathy. The effects are apparent in many 
countries. Improvident habits, slovenly systems of agriculture, sluggish 
methods of commerce, and insecurity of property [Churchill’s euphemism for 
rampant banditry] that exist wherever the followers of the Prophet rule or live. 
A degraded sensualism deprives this life of its grace and refinement; the next 
of its dignity and sanctity. The fact that in Mohammedan law every woman 
must belong to some man as his absolute property - either as a child, a wife, 
or a concubine - must delay the final extinction of slavery until the faith of 
Islam has ceased to be a great power among men. 
 

 Churchill was making a connection between the constant slave trade still extant in his time 
and the way they treat women. 
 

Individual Moslems may show splendid qualities. Thousands become the 
brave and loyal soldiers of the Queen; all know how to die; but the influence 
of the religion paralyses the social development of those who follow it. No 
stronger retrograde force exists in the world. Far from being moribund, 
Mohammedanism is a militant and proselytizing faith… 

 
 And one can only wonder if Barack Obama ever read these words and was enraged by 
Churchill’s obvious rejection of the faith Obama so obviously holds in high esteem. 
 That verdict in that courtroom in Minya, Egypt, which is south of Cairo – the further south 
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you go the more fanatical the people -- had the UN Human Rights office expressing “deep alarm as 
a violation of international law.” What a joke. These are the same reprehensible antiJew bureaucrats 
who call Jewish communities in Judea “a violation of international law.” A new age of hope for 
mankind will dawn then the best of the liberal democracies gird their emotional and spiritual loins 
and walk out on the UN. 
 For sure, I would never want to live in such a society as Egypt’s when it comes to law, but 
looking at the situation from an Egyptian point of view, their way of justice may be the only one for 
them. For the ruling army and business elite, the Muslim Brotherhood is a soul-mate of Germany’s 
Nazi party. Both came to power via democratic elections, and both are known for once in power 
uninstalling democratic government. Muslim Brothers today squawk that they are the legitimate 
government democratically elected – backed by Obama and Kerry in that claim -- but once in office 
they showed no awareness that in a democracy with different parties, interest groups, religious 
communities, the winner may be the winner but he is also obligated to be just to the losers. In 
dictatorial societies, it is one-man, one-vote, one-time, and his will is all. 
 The most famous Arab leader in the 20th century was Gamal Abdel Nasser who did exactly as 
al-Sisi has done since last July: he rounded up thousands of Muslim Brothers, threw them in jail and 
kept some of them behind bars for decades until they died behind bars. He also executed others. 
 In the 1990s Muslim fanatics in Egypt began murdering tourists, and Mubarak, who followed 
Sadat who followed Nasser, also imprisoned thousands. There were as many Muslim Brothers in 
Egyptian prisons as there are PLO and Hamas terrorists in Israeli jails put there under Israel’s so-
called, euphemistically so-called, “administrative detention.” Since Judea and Samaria were never 
annexed, the army remains supreme.  Since 1967 the law of the land here is military justice. Israel has 
held thousands exactly as Egypt does and also outside the framework of traditional, civilian law and 
respect for civil rights. 
 For this is the only way to deal with such people. They themselves are bent on taking power 
and destroying civil society. They commit murder in the name of their hunger for power and as such 
they forfeit the protections of civil law. 
 So it is difficult for yours truly to be outraged by Egypt’s judicial behavior last Monday. The 
powers that be there look upon the Muslim Brotherhood as Israel would look upon a criminal group 
of Nazis living inside Israel and murdering people. 
 The Muslim Brotherhood is not comparable to the freedom bus riders of the American South 
in the 1950s and 60s. They are not crusaders for rights denied. They are crusaders for denying people 
rights. 
 As Churchill rightly saw Islam as the No. 1 retrograde force in the world in his day, so yours 
truly views this religion in our time. This is a religion which believes in the right of its adherents to do 
anything to anybody if it is done in the name of Islam. 
 Nazism, Communism, and now Islam as the greatest threat to human liberty, dignity and 
peace. 
 

*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 
 
 I suppose I should say something about the major political demarche of the month I was 
away: Russia’s re-taking of the Crimea and its bullying of Ukraine. 
 From an Israeli perspective, the best observation came from the always original and incisive 
Guy Bechor three days ago on Ynetnews.com who pointed out the lesson for Israel of thinking, as 
some might, as John Kerry thinks, that Israel can depend for its security on security guarantees from 
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the U.S. and maybe NATO. Bechor highlighted a 1994 agreement between the U.S. under Bill Clinton 
and Ukraine, and the U.K. under John Major and Russia’s Boris Yeltsin according to which, in 
exchange for removing nuclear bombs from Ukraine, these leaders promised to protect Ukraine’s 
borders and security. 
 Yeah. Right. Today the U.S. and U.K. have not done that, have they?  
 One also remembers the security guarantees Israel received from President Eisenhower in 
1957 for returning the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt captured during Operation Kadesh of the previous 
October. Came the threat to Israel’s existence from Egypt ten years later, and Eisenhower’s security 
guarantees were not to be found. 
 The point here is the utter ignorance of diplomatic history demonstrated by John Kerry, in 
addition to his siding with the PLO’s antisemitic, Holocaust-denying leader that Bibi’s request for a 
statement recognizing the Jewish people’s right to independent statehood was “mistaken.” 
 What an ignoramus of the conflict here this Kerry is. Ignorant of the Zionist movement which 
was determined that Jews have the right and power to defend themselves. Remember Kerry’s his staff 
of 140 security experts who designed a system of electronic sensors to defend Israel, a system to be 
administered by non-Israelis, the U.S. and/or NATO. 
 What an ignoramus as well for not seeing in Abbas’s refusal to extend such recognition at 
bottom an Islamic impossibility. As my book over and again makes clear, the rhetoric of our enemies, 
these Arabs, has been consistently Islamic if for no other reason than the perfect absence of any 
“Palestinian” history to draw upon. The Brits have their “Cry for Harry, England and St. George!” 
and the French their Joan of Arc, and Americans their “Don’t shoot till you see the whites of their 
eyes” at Bunker Hill. These Arabs have no “Palestinian” history to look to for inspiration. All they 
have is Islam, which makes of their war here a religious war. The Arabs covet the wealth we have 
created on what they kept as a wasteland; and the Muslims cannot tolerate one of the colonial 
possessions breaking from, rebelling against them and becoming independent again. 
 The very ideas in Kerry’s head of persuading Israel to hand over its security to the U.S. and/or 
the Europeans displays a cosmic ignorance of us. It also reflects miserably on his own U.S. betrayal 
of promises given to Ukraine 20 years ago. 
 One of the most annoying features of the endless war against us here is this ignorance and 
foolish thinking by otherwise educated men -- not to mention the bad actors among them like Kerry’s 
advisor among them, like Martin Indyk and other antiJew Jews. 
 When it comes to Obama, though, I do not charge him with ignorance for his handling of the 
Middle East and now Russia’s gobbling back up of the Crimea. This man is incapable of negative 
thoughts either about Muslims or former Communist dictators and oligarchs like Vladimir Putin.  
 With Obama it is not ignorance but malevolence. Here is a weird combination of Communist 
– he was educated by Chicago’s leading Communist newspaper editor and his progressive mother 
attracted only to Third World men of color – and the Islam of Louis Farrakhan and of his own father 
who though a Kenyan had roots in the Arabian Peninsula. With Obama, criticism of Islam and Mother 
Russia does not come easily. With Obama, the upheaval in the Middle East, the betrayal of 
traditionally American partners and the rise of militant Islam and the Muslim Brotherhood is just what 
he wants. 
 

*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 
 
 Lastly, on Monday, Tel-Aviv’s city council voted to end Sabbath observance by the city since 
its founding 105 years ago by permitting certain stores, groceries, to remain open and do business, 
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and of course all in the name of pluralism, which word appears nowhere in the Tanakh or Talmud. I 
think the final ratification for this violation of the Sabbath like this must come from the Ministry of 
the Interior, so the story is not over. 
 In any case, it is a sad day for Israel when some Israelis, Tel-Aviv’s Enlightened led by their 
mayor, are so ignorant of the Jewishness which survived the most amazing history; a religion anchored 
in observing the Sabbath. It was, I think, Ahad Ha-Am the Zionist thinker a hundred years who said, 
“More than the Jews kept (in Hebrew “guarded”) the Sabbath, the Sabbath kept/guarded the Jews.”  
 And today we learned as well of the first visit by the Rolling Stones to Israel ever, which 
Enlightened Israelis called historic especially in light of the Isolate Israel movement among the 
Gentiles, only the concert is slated for Erev Shavuot, the onset of the Feast of Weeks, the seven weeks 
and a day between the Exodus from Egypt and the giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai. This one day holy 
day commemorates the giving of the Ten Commandments and the entire Five Books of Moses, only 
in Enlightened Israel it will be more important to violate one of the three pilgrimage festivals in favor 
of these idols of Gentile culture whose private lives and artistry could not be further from Jewishness. 
 In my book the chapter on 1969, the years the Balestinians entered UN documentation, is 
called Sympathy for the Devil. That was the Stone’s big hit that year which they were singing at the 
Altamont concert when one of the Hell’s Angels they had stupidly hired as security guards killed a 
member of the audience. 
 The Stones are no idols for the Jewish people, so perhaps it is fitting this visitation will lead 
to the mass profanation of this holy day commemorating the giving of the Torah. Thousands of those 
who attend will trash their own culture; thousands of policemen will be forced to work to control the 
crowds, to guide the parking.  
 What an abomination.  
 It is always Hanukah in Israel. You know, the war of Hellenists against classical Jewish belief 
and behavior. 
 Leila tov miEretz Yisrael. 
 
 
 


